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Abstract—Bloom filters are probabilistic data structures that are
popular in networking for set representation; however, they show
an inherent inaccuracy due to false positives. One of the potential
attacks on Bloom filters is to pollute them with elements that cause
the filter to have a larger false positive probability than under
normal operation; Pollution is simple when an attacker knows
the details of the filter implementation. Recent research has shown
that also black-box adversaries can pollute a counting Bloom filter
(a common variant of the filter that also supports removals) with
no knowledge of its implementation. As over time, many variants
and improvements of Bloom filters have been proposed, it is of
interest to study whether they can also be polluted and if so also the
increase in their false positive probability. This paper first proposes
and then evaluates pollution attacks for some of the most common
variants including the Block Bloom filters (BBFs), the Variable
Increment and Fingerprint Counting Bloom filters (VI-CBFs and
FP-CBFs). The results show that with or without knowledge of the
implementation, these variants of the Bloom filter are significantly
more vulnerable to pollution attacks than the traditional Bloom
filter. In particular, BBFs are extremely vulnerable, so providing
an insight on their impact and use in practical systems when the
number of memory accesses per lookup must be reduced.

Index Terms—Bloom Filters; Security; Pollution attacks; Black-
box adversaries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security is a major issue for computing and networking.
As systems become more sophisticated, attackers try to find
vulnerabilities on useful algorithms, for example for denial
of service [1], [2]. Probabilistic data structures or sketches
are increasingly used to speed up data processing [3] and
thus, they have become a potential target for attackers [4]–
[6]. Among these probabilistic structures, Bloom filters [7],
[8] implement set representations and have been utilized in
numerous applications, such as packet classification [9], spam
filtering [10], [11], distributed systems [12], blockchain [13],
[14] and beyond networking. Bloom filters answer membership
queries, but with false positives at a probability that is often kept
low and controlled by the allocated memory size [15].

This has motivated multiple studies on Bloom filter security
and different attacks have been proposed [16]. An attack class
of particular interest is the so-called pollution attacks that
were described as a tool to degrade the filtering effectiveness

by carefully selecting the items for insertion [17]. In these
studies, it is assumed that an attacker has access to the filter
implementation details (an assumption that happens only rarely
in many practical scenarios). However, a recent work has shown
that pollution attacks can be applicable also when an adversary
has no knowledge of the filter implementation details [18].

Bloom filters have been enhanced [19] to extend functionality
and improve accuracy; for example, the Counting Bloom filters
have been proposed to support the removal of elements using
counters. More recently, these counters have been used to
improve performance by using variable increments [20] or
fingerprints [21]. Another improvement is the use of blocks
to improve locality and reduce the number of memory accesses
needed to perform a lookup [22]; when the block size is
the same as the memory word, lookups only require a single
memory access [23]. This is important in applications in which
high-speed operations are required [24]. Other extensions of
the Bloom filters have focused on reducing the false positive
probability for elements that are frequently checked [25]–[28],
or on completely eliminating false positives when the number
of elements inserted in the filter is small [29].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, current studies of
pollution attacks on Bloom filters have focused only on the
original Bloom filter, or on the Counting Bloom filter, i.e.,
other variants that are widely used, have not been considered.
Therefore, it is of interest to study the potential impact of
pollution attacks on different types of Bloom filter. This is the
focus of this paper that first proposes new pollution attacks
on three popular Bloom filter variants: the Block Bloom filter
(BBF) [22], the Variable Increment Counting Bloom filter (VI-
CBF) [20] and the Fingerprint Counting Bloom filter (FP-
CBF) [21]. Their impact is evaluated and a theoretical analysis
is provided to show that these filters are significantly more
vulnerable to pollution attacks than a traditional Bloom filter.
In particular, for the BBF (that is widely used to improve
lookup speed), the attacker can increase the false positive
probability by several orders of magnitude under some settings.
In many systems, this may lead to a significant performance
degradation; however, the implementation of these attacks may
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require a large or in some cases even unfeasible computational
effort. Therefore, simplified attack algorithms with a bounded
complexity are also proposed. These simplified attacks are
also implemented and evaluated to show that false positive
rate values close to those of an ideal attack can be achieved
in practice. The proposed analytical and experimental results
highlight that pollution attacks can have a significant impact for
some types of Bloom filters, larger than suggested by previous
studies and thus, they need to be considered when designing a
system. Similarly, the study of the impact of pollution attacks
on other types of Bloom filters is also of interest, so to identify
the types that are more vulnerable.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1) To show that the impact of pollution attacks can be com-
pletely different depending on the Bloom filter variant.

2) To design attacks for three Bloom filters variants: the
Block Bloom filter, the Variable Increment Bloom filter
and the Fingerprint Bloom filter.

3) To evaluate the proposed attacks by simulation and show
that they are feasible in practical configurations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
covers the background on Bloom filters, explaining in some
detail the different filter types analyzed (i.e., BBF, VI-CBF
and FP-CBF) in this manuscript. Then in section III, existing
pollution attacks on traditional Bloom filters are first described,
then pollution attacks are presented and theoretically analyzed
for the different Bloom filter variants. This section also analyzes
the potential increase in false positive probability that may
occur in each case as well as the attack complexity; moreover,
it describes a generic, yet novel algorithm for the attack. The
attacks are evaluated in section IV by considering an adversary
with limited computing capacity. The results show that even
in this conservative case, the attacker can significantly increase
the filter false positive probability. Finally, the paper ends with
the conclusion and future work in section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A Bloom filter is a data structure that implements approx-
imate membership checking [7], [8]. In many applications,
there is a need to check if a given element belongs to some
represented sets. For example, network security may require
checking whether the source address of a packet is among
a blacklist of restricted addresses [9]. This can be done by
maintaining the set as a list, or in a hash table and checking it
for each element. However, in some cases the table is large and
storing it on fast memory is costly or in many cases it is even
not feasible. In these scenarios, an approximate membership
check rather than an exact one can be used; for example, an
approximate check that observes false positives (but not false
negatives) can be used to check whether the packet address
appears on a blacklist. On a negative indication, the packet
can be forwarded safely; however, on a positive indication, the
check should be completed with the entire exact representation
of the set to determine whether the packet must be blocked,
or a false positive has occurred. This approximate check can

TABLE I: Summary of notation

Symbol Meaning
k number of hash functions
m number of bits/counters in the filter
n number of elements inserted in the filter
b number of bits per block size in the BBF
L minimal counter increment in the VI-CBF
f number of fingerprint bits in the FP-CBF
t number of elements tested per insertion in the attack algorithm

RA ratio of the filter false positive under attack vs. normal operation

significantly speed up processing by avoiding the full check for
most elements.

In the rest of this section, the original Bloom filter [7] is
described first and then, the different filter variants for which
pollution attacks are studied in this paper, are also briefly
presented. Before going into the details, the notation used in
the paper is summarized in Table I.
A. Bloom filters

The structure and operation of a Bloom filter is shown in
Figure 1. The filter is formed by an array of m bits that
are initially set to zero. Each element x is mapped to k
positions using a group of hash functions h1(x), . . . , hk(x).
Those positions are set to one when an element is inserted.
To check if an element has been stored in the filter, the same
positions are checked and when they are all one, a positive is
returned. By construction, the Bloom filter cannot have false
negatives; instead, false positives can occur as positions hi(x)
may have been set to one when inserting other elements (that
happen to map also to some of those positions).

The probability that a lookup (for a randomly selected
element x that is not in the set) returns a positive, depends
on the number of elements inserted in the filter n, the size of
the filter m and the number of hash functions used k. Hence,
the false positive probability (FPP) can be approximated by:

FPP ≈
(

1−
(m− 1

m

)n·k)k
. (1)

When the size of the filter m is large, a simpler expression
can also be used:

FPPBF ≈
(

1− e−
k·n
m

)k
. (2)

When m is small (typically less than a few hundred bits) more
complex equations are needed to obtain an accurate estimate
[30].

The original Bloom filter does not support the removal of
elements, because setting bits to zero in the array can generate
false negatives for other elements. To support removals, coun-
ters instead of bits can be used in the array, such that insertions
increment and removals decrement the counters. This variant,
known as the Counting Bloom filter (CBF), is one of many
arrangements that have been proposed over the years [19]. For
example, some other variants have been proposed to reduce the
false positive probability of the filters and to make them faster,
such that queries can be completed in a single memory access.
In the following subsections, three filter variants are briefly
described; they are used then to evaluate the effectiveness of
pollution attacks.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a Bloom filter. Each element is first mapped to k
positions using hash functions hi(x) and those bits are set (insertion)
or checked (lookup).

B. Block Bloom filters (BBFs)
A drawback of Bloom filters is the arbitrary location of the

k bits mapped by an element. The insertion or lookup of an
element might require k memory accesses which can be rather
costly. To avoid this issue, the Block Bloom filter (BBF) [22]
has been proposed. The structure of a BBF is shown in Figure
2. The filter is divided into blocks of b bits and each element
maps to a single block using a hash function g(x). Then, k bits
are selected from such a block using a group of k hash functions
hi(x) like in the original Bloom filter. The key advantage of
the BBF is that all positions that need to be checked, are in
the same block; therefore, if each block has the same size of a
memory word, lookups can be completed with just one memory
access (the two common configurations are to set the block size
to be the same as a memory word, or a cache line, for example
64 or 512 bits [23]).

Fig. 2: Illustration of a Block Bloom filter (BBF). Each element is
first mapped to a block of b bits using a block selection hash function
g(x) and then to k positions in that block using bit selection hash
functions h1(x), . . . , hk(x).

The false positive probability of a BBF can be computed
from that of a Bloom filter. However, the exact formula of the
traditional Bloom filter must be used to obtain accurate results.
This is because each block is small [31] and thus the traditional
Bloom filter approximations are not accurate. The false positive
probability is given by equation 3. In general, the BBF has a
larger false positive probability than the traditional Bloom filter

Fig. 3: Illustration of a Variable Increment Counting Bloom filter
(VI-CBF) with L = 4 and potential increments DL=4 = {L,L +
1, . . . , 2L− 1} = {4, 5, 6, 7}. For insertion, the increments vi(x) are
added to the counters. For lookups, membership can be eliminated
when counters have values lower than 2L and do not match the
corresponding vi(x), as for v1(x) in the example.

[22].
C. Variable Increment Counting Bloom filters (VI-CBFs)

The Counting Bloom filter (CBF) uses counters to support
removals, but it requires more memory than the original Bloom
filter for providing the same false positive probability. Other
Bloom filter variants (such as the Variable Increment Counting
Bloom filter (VI-CBF)) aim at reducing the false positive
probability. The VI-CBF [20] uses variable increments from a
set D to increase the counters; for example, DL = [L, 2L−1] =
{L,L + 1, . . . , 2L − 1}. To insert an element, it is mapped
to k positions using hash functions hi(x) and each counter is
increased by a variable increment determined by another group
of hash functions vi(x) that select a value from D. To check the
membership of an element y, we check whether each counter
value mapped by hi(y) can be comprised of the corresponding
variable increment of y. If a given counter has a value in the
range [L, 2L − 1] and it does not match the increment for
element y, then y is not in the set. This significantly reduces
the false positive probability when many counters have only
one mapped element and thus, they have values in such range.
Membership can also be eliminated also in some cases when
the counter has a value in the range [2L, 3L− 1] depending on
the value of the increment for y. The VI-CBF is illustrated in
Figure 3.

As indicated in [20], the false positive probability of the
VI-CBF can be computed using equation 4 which gives a
lower value than for a CBF in many cases, hence making the
VI-CBF attractive for practical applications.
D. Fingerprint Counting Bloom filters (FP-CBFs)

Another scheme proposed to reduce the false positive prob-
ability of CBFs is the Fingerprint Counting Bloom filter (FP-
CBF) [21]. In this scheme, a fingerprint field is stored with each
counter, i.e., each position in the filter array stores a counter ci
and a fingerprint fpi. When adding an element to the filter, its
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FFPFP =

((
1− 1

m

)nk

+
2f − 1

2f

(
nk

1

)
1

m

(
1− 1

m

)nk−1
)k

. (5)

Fig. 4: The false positive probability of the Block Bloom filter (BBF) in equation (3), the Variable Increment Counting Bloom filter (VI-CBF)
in equation (4) and the Fingerprint Counting Bloom filter (FP-CBF) in equation (5).

fingerprint f(x) is computed in addition to the k hash functions
hi(x). Then the counters on those positions are incremented and
the fingerprints are updated by setting fphi(x) as fphi(x) xor
f(x). To remove an element, the counters are decremented, and
the fingerprint is updated in the same fashion as when adding
the element. The use of the fingerprint enables to eliminate the
membership when checking x if ci = 1 and f(x) 6= fpi. This
is conceptually like the method used in the VI-CBF. The false
positive probability of a FP-CBF that uses fingerprints of f bits
can be computed by equation 5 and it is slightly lower than that
of the VI-CBF for most configurations.

III. POLLUTION ATTACKS ON BLOOM FILTERS

A pollution attack aims at increasing the filter false positive
probability by carefully selecting the elements that are inserted
[17]; this degrades the performance of the system in which the
filter is used. In the original Bloom filter, the false positive
probability increases with the number of bits that are set to
one; so, the attacker can select elements that do not overlap
with the ones previously inserted. This can be easily done when
the attacker knows the filter implementation details, including
the hash functions hi(x). It is not straightforward when the
attacker can only perform insertions, removals and lookups in
the filter, so it sees as a black-box. However, a recent work
[18] has shown that an attacker can use the increment or delta
observed in the false positive rate when inserting an element to
generate pollution attacks.

To measure the effectiveness of the attacks, the attack ratio
RA is utilized; it is defined as the ratio of the false positive
probability (FPP) when the filter is polluted versus the FPP of
the filter in normal operation:

RA =
FPPAttack

FPPNormal
(6)

This metric quantifies the increase suffered by the filter FPP
due to the attack.

In the rest of this section, existing pollution attacks on the
original Bloom filter are initially described; then, new pollution
attacks for the BBFs, VI-CBFs and FP-CBFs are proposed and
theoretically analyzed. The attack complexity and feasibility

are then discussed by proposing a generic yet simple attack
algorithm.

There are many Bloom filter variants that can be studied.
For example, the retouched Bloom filter that reduces false
positives by introducing few false negatives [32]. Most of
the Bloom filter improvements focus on reducing either the
false positive probability or increasing the speed of lookups.
In this context, the reasons for choosing BBFs, VICBFs and
FP-CBFs is that the BBF is an example of a variant whose
objective is increasing the lookup speed even if it implies a
small degradation of the false positive probability. The VI-CBF
and FP-CBF are examples of variants that try to reduce the false
positive probability by adding additional complexity to the filter
operations. Therefore, as per the choice of filters we cover both
speed and false positive improvements
A. Bloom filters

Pollution attacks on Bloom filters have been proposed by
considering both white-box [17] and black-box adversaries
[18]; in both scenarios, the attacker tries to ensure that each
inserted element sets to one exactly k positions. Therefore, if
that goal is achieved, the attacker can construct a filter with n
elements that has a false positive probability given by:

FPPattack ≈ min(
(n · k

m

)k
, 1). (7)

This is achieved by ensuring that each element (for the n
inserted elements) sets to one exactly k positions in the filter;
the attack ratio is then given by:

RA ≈
( n·k

m

1− e−
n·k
m

)k
. (8)

The values of RA that can be achieved are only moderate as
shown next.
B. Block Bloom filters (BBFs)

For BBFs [22], the attacker can be more effective by con-
centrating the insertions on a few blocks. This can be analyzed
by considering the effect of adding an element to a block of b
bits that has p bits set. Its false positive probability increases
by (p+k

b )k − (p
b )k. The value is (k

b )k for the first element
p = 0, while for the next elements, it can be approximated by:
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(pk−1·k2

b )k, i.e., the increment in the false positive probability
is larger for larger values of p. Therefore, to maximize the false
positive probability, the attacker must concentrate on filling a
subset of the blocks only. For example, if n = 2048 and k = 4
and b = 64, the attacker can fill completely 2048·4

64 = 128
blocks, such that their false positive probability is one. If
the number of blocks is 1024, then the overall false positive
probability is approximately 128

1024 = 1
8 , so it is significantly

larger than for the filter during normal operation. In more detail,
when inserting n elements, the attacker could completely fill
bn·kb c blocks and achieve a false positive probability given by:

FPPattack ≈
(
n · k
m

)
. (9)

Hence, a linear relationship between the number of inserted
elements and the false positive probability is found; this is
significantly larger than for the traditional Bloom filter and
shows the way an attacker can exploit the locality enforced
by the BBF to make the attack much more effective.
C. Variable Increment Counting Bloom filters (VI-CBFs)

In the VI-CBFs [20] the contribution of a given position to
the false positive probability increases significantly when two or
more elements map to it. This occurs because the counter value
cannot be used to eliminate the membership in the VI-CBF. For
example, consider an element x for which k−1 positions return
a positive, and membership is eliminated by the kth position
that is empty. Then adding one element to that position creates
a false positive for x with probability 1

L in the VI-CBF. Instead,
consider an element y for which k−1 positions return a positive,
and membership is eliminated by the kth position that stores a
single element. Then adding a second element for that position
creates a false positive with high probability; the false positive
always occurs for the VI-CBF if the counter reaches a value of
3L. For smaller counter values, the false positive still occurs
with high probability. However, if the position already stores
two or more elements, adding a new one has little or no impact
on the false positive probability. Therefore, to maximize the
false positive probability, exactly two elements must map to
each position.

For example, for the VI-CBF, when inserting elements and
each position gets two elements whose increments add to 3L,
or more, or no element, then the false positive probability is
approximately given by:

FPPattack ≈
(
n · k
2 ·m

)k

. (10)

This corresponds to that of an attack on a traditional Bloom
filter in which n/2 elements have been inserted.
D. Fingerprint Counting Bloom filters (FP-CBFs)

For the FP-CBF, the same approach used to attack the VI-
CBF can be used, and the false positive probability is also
given by the equation 10. In the FP-CBF, having two elements
mapping to a counter always ensures that the fingerprint cannot
be used to reduce the false positive probability.

However, for the FP-CBF, an alternative approach for the
attack is to insert only elements with a given fingerprint value,

for example f(x) = 0, i.e., elements y such that f(y) 6= 0
return a negative but elements with f(y) = 0 have the false
positive probability of an attack on a traditional Bloom filter.
Therefore, the overall false positive probability is given by:

FPPattack ≈
1

2f
·
(
n · k
m

)k

. (11)

Depending on the values of k and f , this attack may be more
effective than the one described in the previous subsection. In
more detail, it is more effective when 1

2f > 1
2k so when k > f .

This is evaluated in the next subsection.
E. Attack Potential

To illustrate the differences in the potential of pollution
attacks for different types of Bloom filters, the attack ratio RA

has been computed for a filter with m = 216 bits (counters for
the VI-CBFs and FP-CBFs) and k = 2, 4 for different values of
n. For the BBF, the block size b is set to 64 bits and for the VI-
CBF, L is set to 4. For the FP-CBF, the number of fingerprint
bits f is set to 2 and counters of four bits are assumed in all
cases.

The results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. The first
figure shows the false positive rates of the different filters under
normal operation, while the second figure shows the attack ratio
RA; so, more sophisticated VI-CBFs and FP-CBFs have the
lowest false positive probabilities and the BBF the largest, as
also obtained previously in other works found in the technical
literature [20], [21], [22].

Consider the potential of pollution attacks; BBFs are signif-
icantly more vulnerable, especially at low false positive prob-
abilities. The VI-CBFs and FP-CBFs are also more vulnerable
than the traditional Bloom filter. For the FP-CBF, the attack that
tries all elements to have the same fingerprint value (labeled as
”FP fingerprint” in the figures), is more effective when k = 4
is larger. Instead, for k = 2, both attacks have the same RA.
Consider the FPPattack expressions for both cases; indeed
when k = 2 and f = 2, they give the same value.
F. Attack Feasibility

In the previous subsection, the potential of pollution attacks
has been discussed in terms of the attack ratio RA that can be
attained by the different variants of Bloom filters in the ideal
case; however, the attack complexity has not been considered
and in some practical cases it may make the attack unfeasible.
As an example, consider the attack on the VI-CBF in which n
elements (with n as an even integer) are inserted; then when
inserting the last element, if the previous insertions have been
consistent with the proposed attack, we could have exactly k
counters to which only one element maps. The last element
must map precisely to these k elements to increment the
counters. For a filter with m counters, the probability that an
element maps to those counters is given by k!

mk . Taking as an
example one of the configurations considered in the previous
subsection with k = 4 and m = 216, then the probability of
finding such an element is lower than 1.3 · 10−18. Therefore,
the time needed to find such an element is not practically
feasible. For the BBF, insertion of the last element when it
fills completely a block, occurs with a probability given by
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Fig. 5: False positive probability versus number of inserted elements for k = 2 (left), and k = 4 (right).

Fig. 6: Attack ratio (RA) versus number of inserted elements for k = 2 (left), and k = 4 (right).

w
m ·

k!
bk

. The first term is the probability that an element maps
to the block to fill, while the second term is that its k bits
map to the k positions that are not one. For the configuration
considered in the previous subsection with k = 4, b = 64 and
m = 216, the probability is lower than 1.4 ·10−9; this is a very
reasonable value, but it still needs significant computing time
to find such an element. As an example, the proposed attack
has been run on a BBF with the above settings assuming that
the hash functions are known. The number of elements tested
to build the attack set are shown in Figure 7; this figure gives
the average over four runs of the attack. The values are only
slightly larger than those estimated for the last element that
according to the formula, are approximately 715 million. This
is also intuitive because the process of finding elements for
insertion can be easily accomplished at the beginning, but it
becomes increasingly difficult as more elements are inserted
and the target blocks are almost filled. Therefore, the expected
number of elements to get one valid for the last insertion seems
to be an initial estimate of the complexity needed to build the
attack set.

Fig. 7: Number of elements tested to build the attack set for a Block
Bloom filter (BBF) with k = 4, b = 64 and m = 216. The reported
values are averages over four runs.

G. Attack Algorithm
The discussion of the previous subsection shows that the

implementation of the attack to find the theoretical attack ratio

RA may require to test a large and even unfeasible number of
elements depending on the filter type and configuration. How-
ever, in many scenarios, it is sufficient to obtain a significantly
large value of the attack ratio for an attacker; therefore, it is
of interest to consider the values of RA that can be achieved
with a reasonable computational complexity. Similarly, in some
cases, the attacker may not have access to the implementation
details of the filters and can only observe the effects (in terms
of false positive probability) of the insertion [18].

Consider a general algorithm that can be used for both black-
box and white-box attacks and with a bounded computational
complexity. The algorithm proposed in this paper is similar
to [18] for black-box attacks; when inserting an element, t
random candidates are generated and evaluated, and the best
candidate is inserted. The evaluation is based on a parameter
∆ that depends on the type of attack and filter. For a black-
box attack, ∆ is based on the increment in the false positive
probability induced by inserting an element. This can be
estimated by measuring the false positive probability, inserting
the candidate element, measuring the false positive probability
again, computing the difference to obtain ∆ and removing the
element tested as discussed in [18]. For a white-box attack, the
elements can be selected based on their desired features for
each attack algorithm, such as examples, for the BBF, such as
those that fall on the blocks selected to be filled and that set

Algorithm 1 Insertion of an element on attack
1: Randomly generate a set of test elements T with t elements
2: Initialize ∆max to zero
3: for x in T do
4: Evaluate ∆ for x
5: if ∆ > ∆max then
6: z = x;
7: ∆max = ∆
8: end if
9: end for

10: insert z;
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Fig. 8: Block Bloom filter (BBF): Attack ratio for b = 64 and m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

Fig. 9: Block Bloom filter (BBF): Attack ratio for b = 512 and m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

more bits to one in those blocks. In more detail, the criteria for
selection among the t candidates in Algorithm 1 for each type
of filters are given as follows:

1) BBF: ∆ is not zero only for elements that map to the
target blocks to be filled; among them the value of ∆ is
given by the number of bits set to one when inserting the
element.

2) VI-CBF: ∆ is the number of positions that store a single
element to which the element maps.

3) FP-CBF (elements attack): ∆ is the number of positions
that store a single element to which the element maps.

4) FP-CBF (fingerprint attack): ∆ is not zero only for
elements with the target value of f(x) among them the
value of ∆ is given by the number counters set to one
by the element.

The algorithm to insert each element in the attack set is
given as Algorithm 1. The elements in T are evaluated and the
element in T with the largest value is inserted. The proposed
algorithm is independent of the filter implementation and has
a bounded number of elements tested, given by n · t.

IV. EVALUATION

As discussed at the end of the previous section, to evaluate
the potential of pollution attacks in practical scenarios, a
generic algorithm with bounded complexity is considered. In
the experiments, a white-box attack is simulated and the criteria
to select among the t candidates in Algorithm 1 are those
described in the previous section. The following settings have
been used in the experiments:

• Filter size (in bits/counters): m = 215.
• Number of hash functions: k = 4.
• Block size for the BBF: b = 64, 512.
• Increments for the VI-CBF: L = 4, 8.
• Number of fingerprint bits for the FP-CBF: f = 2, 3.

In all experiments, different values for the number of ele-
ments n are evaluated; the values of the tested n elements are
in the range m

40 to m
10 which correspond to 40 to 10 bits per

element.
The experiments are intended to show that large values of

the attack ratio RA (in some cases close to the ideal ones) can
be achieved with limited computational complexity; therefore,
experiments are run for each of the Bloom filter variants
considered in this paper, the results are then compared with
those found by the theoretical analysis presented in the previous
section.

In the first experiment, we assess the effectiveness of the
algorithm for the BBF; two block sizes b = 64, 512 were
simulated with t = 1000, 105 and the RA is measured and
compared to the theoretical value. The results are summarized
in Figure 8 for b = 64 and in Figure 9 for b = 512; when
t = 105, the ratios are close to the ideal values, however
for t = 1000, the ratios are lower, but still above 10x in all
cases. Therefore, an attacker can significantly increase the false
positive probability in both cases. Considering the block size
b, the attack is more effective when b = 512, because in such
case, the false positive of the filter under normal operation is
lower and this makes RA larger. Finally, these experimental
results confirm that BBFs are very vulnerable to pollution attack
with increases in the false positive probability that approaches a
factor of 1000 for large blocks and number of bits per element.

In the second experiment, the attack is simulated for the
VI-CBF when L = 4, 8; again, two values of t = 1000, 105

are evaluated and the RA is measured and compared to the
theoretical value. The results are shown in Figures 10 and
11; when t = 1000, the simulated attack ratios are lower
than the ideal ones. When t = 105, the values are larger,
but still far from the ideal ones; this occurs because finding
ideal candidates for insertion is difficult as they need to map to
positions that store a single element (as discussed previously).
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Fig. 10: Variable Increment Counting Bloom filter (VI-CBF): Attack ratio for L = 4 and m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

Fig. 11: Variable Increment Counting Bloom filter (VI-CBF): Attack ratio for L = 8, m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

Fig. 12: Fingerprint Counting Bloom filter (FP-CBF): Attack ratio for f = 2 and m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

Fig. 13: Fingerprint Counting Bloom filter (FP-CBF): Attack ratio for f = 3 and m = 215 when t = 1000 (left) and t = 105 (right).

When considering the minimum increment L, the attack is more
effective for L = 8 than for L = 4 (as expected), because
increments are more powerful to reduce the false positive
probability under normal operation (and the attack removes that
reduction). These results confirm that the VI-CBF is also more
vulnerable to pollution attacks than the traditional Bloom filter,
but less than the BBF.

In a third experiment, the fingerprint attack is run on a FP-
CBF with f = 2, 3 bit fingerprints. The fingerprint attack
is selected, because the theoretical analysis has shown that
it is more effective than the elements attack. The results are
presented in Figures 12 and 13; in this case, the attack achieves
the ideal values of RA for both t = 1000 and t = 105.
This occurs because only elements with a given fingerprint
value must be found, while avoiding collisions. The attack is

more effective as f increases, because the benefit of using the
fingerprints is significant and the attack basically reduces that
benefit. Finally, FP-CBFs are also quite vulnerable to pollution
attacks, significantly more than the traditional Bloom filters but
less than the BBFs.

In summary, these simulation experiments show that an
attacker can significantly increase the false positive probability
for all considered Bloom filter types and achieve values of RA

close to the ideal ones. The BBF is the most vulnerable type
followed by the FP-CBF and the VI-CBF. Finally, comparing
with the traditional Bloom filter, all three Bloom filter types are
significantly more vulnerable.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, pollution attacks for several widely used
types of Bloom filters have been studied; this has led to
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new pollution attacks for the Block Bloom filters (BBFs), the
Variable Increment Counting Bloom filters (VI-CBFs) and the
Fingerprint Counting Bloom filters (FP-CBFs). A theoretical
analysis has shown that the proposed attacks are able to increase
the false positive probability significantly more than existing
attacks on the original Bloom filter. This has been corroborated
by implementing and simulating the attacks to show that the
false positive probability can be increased by at least an order
of magnitude in many settings. Therefore, these types of Bloom
filters are more vulnerable to pollution attacks that can severely
degrade their performance. In particular, the BBF is the most
vulnerable type with increases in the false positive rate close to
1000x for some settings, followed by the FP-CBF that exceeds
100x for some configurations and the VI-CBF that is close
to 100x when the number of bits per element is large. This
compares with smaller increases in the traditional Bloom filter
that are below 5x for all the configurations considered.

After showing that some types of Bloom filters are particu-
larly vulnerable to pollution attacks, this work is being extended
to design and implement schemes to detect and mitigate the
attacks. For the BBFs, the attack can be detected by monitoring
the difference in the number of ones between the block with
more ones and the block with fewer ones; if this difference
is too large, it is an indication of an attack. Similarly, for the
VI-CBFs and FP-CBFs, the number of counters with only one
element and the ones with more two elements can be monitored;
when most elements have two elements and the total number
of elements is not large, it is likely that the filter is suffering a
pollution attack.

More generally, the analysis of the expected distribution
of the filter contents theoretically enables the definition of
thresholds to detect anomalies caused by an attack. The design
and evaluation of these attack detection techniques are left
for future work, as well as further research to propose other
potentially more efficient attack detection techniques.
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